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Abstract 

The aim of this essay is to find out what kinds of adaption are necessary when translating an 

English text from a specialist book into a text that will suit Swedish students in upper 

secondary school. In order to obtain the data needed for the study I translated a part of a 

chapter from the book North American Indian Wars by Richard H. Dillon. The analysis 

focuses on how to make the target text as clear and unambiguous as possible for the intended 

readers and what methods can be used to reach this aim. The analysis shows that one kind of 

adaption that had to be made during the translation process mainly consisted of additions and 

omissions. The additions were made in order to clarify certain passages in the source text that 

otherwise could have been difficult for the target readers to understand. The omissions, on the 

other hand, were often made due to the fact that some of the words or phrases in the source 

text are very specific and may refer to things that may be unknown to the target readers. In 

some cases such words or phrases could be omitted without making the target text lose any 

vital information, and in some cases they had to be exchanged with an explanation or a word 

that would be easier for the intended readers to understand. Apart from addition and omission 

of information, Vinay and Darbelnet‟s procedures of modulation and equivalence were used 

in order to make the target text accessible to the target readers. The analysis shows that 

obligatory modulation had to be used due to differences in point of view between English and 

Swedish, whereas optional modulation was used to suit the target readers‟ level of attainment. 

The analysis also shows that Vinay and Darbelnet‟s procedure of equivalence was very useful 

when translating idioms, metaphors and similes in order to make the target text easy to 

understand for the target readers. 
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1. Introduction 

 Whoever takes upon himself to translate  

 contracts a debt; to discharge it, he must pay 

  not with the same money, but the same sum. 

  Constance B. West (Nida 2004: 153) 

 

How does one translate an English text from a specialist book on the American Indian wars, 

which contains both terminology and cultural references, into a Swedish text that will suit 16-

19 year-old students who attend upper secondary school in Sweden? Do they know what 

Mother Lode or quasi-cavalry are? Do they understand what the American West refers to, and 

do they understand what bluecoats are?  

The history of the American Indians is not an area that is given much space in Swedish 

textbooks on history; at its best there may be half a page dedicated to this. Consequently, 

except for those students who may have a special interest in American Indian history, I would 

say that the knowledge most secondary school students in Sweden have of what happened to 

the Indians in the USA in the 19
th

 century is limited. This means that when translating a text 

that deals with this specific area of history one has to make certain adaptions in the target text 

in order to clarify terminology and cultural aspects.  

In addition to the adaptions concerning terminology and cultural aspects one must also make 

the target text as readable and accessible as possible for the target readers.   

The present essay will thus discuss what kinds of adaption are needed and what methods can 

be used in order to make the target text clear for the readers. 

1.1 Aim  

The aim of this essay is to see what kinds of adaption are required, when translating an 

English source text on the American Indian Wars from a specialist book into a Swedish text 

for students in Swedish upper secondary school. The analysis will focus on how to make the 

target text clear and unambiguous for the intended readers, and what different methods can be 

used to accomplish this. 
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1.2 Method and Material 

In order to be able to fulfill the aim of this essay I have translated a text (henceforth referred 

to as TT) that describes the battle of the Little Bighorn so as to find out what kinds of adaption 

are necessary. While translating I commented on the different kinds of adaption I had to make 

in order to make the TT suit the intended readers. These comments form the basis of the 

analysis presented in section 3.   

When translating the source text I used different dictionaries, such as Norstedts Stora 

Engelska Ordbok, Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary and Collins Thesaurus of the 

English Language, which constituted important aids at this stage. Another source that was 

invaluable to my work was the Internet and the information I found there about the American 

Indian wars. In order to find out what style and level of formality I should use in my TT I also 

looked at parallel texts from textbooks for Swedish upper secondary school on the subject 

history. Unfortunately the Battle of the Little Bighorn is rarely mentioned in these textbooks, 

but I could still get a grasp of style and formality by reading about other historic events in 

these books. The Swedish history textbooks I looked at were Epos published by Almqvist & 

Wiksell in 1996 and Alla tiders historia published by Gleerups in 2006. 

The source text (henceforth referred to as ST) was taken from the book North American 

Indian Wars by Richard H. Dillon, published by Magna Books in 1995 (reprint). The book 

tells the story of the conflicts between the Native Americans and the white settlers from 1492 

to1891. I have chosen to translate pages 203 − 224, which deals with the battle of the Little 

Bighorn and its aftermath. These pages are found in the chapter Custer and Thereafter 1876 − 

1891. 

When one translates a specialist book on any subject it is no surprise that the book contains 

both terminology and cultural aspects that could be difficult for the target readers to 

understand, unless the text was adapted by adding or omitting information during the 

translation process (see section 2.1 below). However, in order to make the target text 

accessible for the intended readers, addition and omission of information as such is not 

enough. Wherever words and phrases appeared where a literal translation was not possible I 

adapted the TT using Vinay and Darbelnet‟s model of oblique translation in order to make the 

target text as readable as possible for the intended readers. Vinay and Darbelnet‟s model will 

be presented in some detail in section 2.2.  
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Translating a specialist text with the aim that it should suit the level of attainment of 16-19 

year-old students thus means that different kinds of adaption are required. It is also important 

to remember that these students are not a homogeneous group of teenagers; some were born in 

Sweden while others are immigrants; some are skilled readers, while others hardly ever read 

books. One can thus conclude that the vocabulary that these students have acquired differs a 

lot between the members of the group. This is an important aspect to consider while 

translating a text that will suit these readers.  

2. Theoretical background 

The practice of translation has a long history and was discussed as early as the first century 

B.C. in writings by men such as Cicero and Horace. However, it was not until the latter half 

of the twentieth century that it became an academic subject (Munday 2008:7). Since the 1950s 

many different theories within the discipline have emerged (Ingo 2007: 11-12).   

In section 2.1 and 2.2 I will give a short presentation of the theories relevant to this essay. 

2.1 Adaption 

Peter Newmark says that even if the translator owes some loyalty to the ST, it does not mean 

that the translator has to produce “nothing but a mere copy” (Anderman & Rogers 2003: 68). 

When authors write their texts, they often do this with a certain group of target readers in 

mind. The authors and the target readers usually share the same language, cultural references 

and customs. When it comes to translating a ST, on the other hand, the translator‟s task is to 

decide whether he or she must adapt the TT in order for it to suit the intended readers (Ingo 

2007: 126-127). Such adaptions could include additions, clarifications and omissions, and can 

be used if the average target reader is not familiar with the ideas and concepts typical of the 

relevant text (Snel Trampus 2002: 52). There could be several reasons why the translator has 

to adapt the text. The readers of the TT may have another background, such as level of 

education and cultural references, than the readers of the ST have, which means that the TT 

readers may need additional information to fully comprehend the text (Ingo 2007: 126-127).  

Even among the intended readers there may be a difference in “decoding ability and potential 

interest” (Nida 2004:155).  Who the intended readers of the TT are is thus one of the most 

important aspects for the translator to have in mind while translating (Ingo 2007: 126-127).    
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Peter Newmark brings up several translation methods in his book A textbook of Translation 

(1988), one of which is communicative translation. This translation method, which 

emphasizes the TT, implies that the translator should try to convey the exact contextual 

meaning of the ST, in order to make both content and language easy to understand and clear 

to the target readers. Communicative translation should thus focus on the linguistic level of 

the target readers (Newmark 1988: 47). Newmark says further that communicative translation 

allows the translator some freedom, since when using this method the translator has to explain 

certain things in order to make the TT clear to its readers. He also says that passages that are 

badly written or inaccurate “should be „corrected‟ in communicative translation” (Newmark 

1988:47-48).  According to Newmark, the additional information a translator has to add to the 

TT is mainly cultural, technical or linguistic. Whether one has to make these additions 

depends on the requirements of the target readers. The additions should, if possible, be 

inserted within the TT to avoid interrupting “the reader‟s flow of attention” (Newmark 1988: 

91-92).   

2.2 Vinay and Darbelnet’s model 

Vinay and Darbelnet identify two general translation strategies in their book Stylistique 

Comparee Du Francais Et De L'Anglais, which was published in 1958 and translated to 

English in 1995. One of the translation strategies is direct translation and the other oblique 

translation. The direct translation strategy is made up by three different procedures, one of 

which is literal translation which is a word-for-word translation. An example of literal 

translation is the English expression a girl with blue eyes which is translated into en flicka 

med blå ögon in Swedish (Ingo 1991: 180). This procedure is most common when the two 

languages one translates between are of the same family and share the same culture (Vinay & 

Darbelnet 1995: 34). 

The oblique strategy comprises four different procedures. According to Vinay and Darbelnet 

these are the procedures you have to use when a literal translation is impossible. Two of these 

procedures are modulation and equivalence. 

Modulation means a change in perspective or change of aspect at the level of message. It is 

justified when a literal or transposed translation “is considered unsuitable, unidiomatic or 

awkward in the target language” (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995: 36).  Modulation covers a wide 

range of phenomena, and some of them are: abstract for concrete, cause-effect, part-whole, 
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negation of opposite, space for time and active to passive (Munday 2008: 58).  An example of 

changing of aspects is the Swedish sentence: Efter fem minuter körde han ut på motorvägen, 

which in English is written After five minutes he entered the highway. Another example, this 

time of negation of opposite, is Han är ganska kort which in English could be written He is 

not so tall (Ingo 1991: 181-182).  According to Vinay and Darbelnet modulation can be 

obligatory (fixed) or optional (free). An example of obligatory modulation is the phrase the 

time when, which must be translated into le moment où (the moment where) in French. The 

type of modulation where a negative expression in the source language is turned into a 

positive one in the target language is often optional, “even though this is closely linked with 

the structure of each language” (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995: 37).   

Equivalence means using different stylistic or structural means in order to describe the same 

situation. It is particularly useful when translating idioms and proverbs (Munday 2008: 58). 

The English equivalence of the Swedish proverb Lika barn leka bäst is Birds of a feather 

flock together; the sense is the same but not the image. Other examples of equivalence are the 

different onomatopoeic words associated with animal sounds. In Sweden the sound of a pig is 

written as nöff, whereas in English this sound is written as oink (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995: 

38). 

3. Analysis 

3.1 Adaption 

In all the examples of adaption that follow below I have taken into account what Ingo (2007), 

Snel Trampus (2002) and Nida (2004) say about adapting the TT to suit the intended readers. 

I have also had Peter Newmark‟s model of communicative translation in mind when 

translating these passages (Newmark 1988:47-48). Wherever I have found sentences, phrases 

or words in the ST that may cause the target readers some difficulties in understanding the 

text, I have refrained from using word-for-word translation and adapted the TT to suit the 

target readers. This means that in some places I have had to omit certain words from the ST 

and choose another way of expressing what the ST says, and in other places I have had to add 

information to make the text clear and unambiguous. The examples of adaption are divided 

into the subsections additions and omissions. 
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3.1.1 Additions 

The first example illustrates the issue of how to define a geographical area: 

 (1) (…) breaking the back of all Indian resistance in 

the West. (p.203) 

(…) motståndet från indianerna i den amerikanska 

västern − väster om Mississippifloden − bröts ner. 

Presumably all Swedish teenagers have heard about the West, by reading books and watching 

movies, but does that mean they know what part of the USA that constituted this territory 

during the Indian wars? And what about the immigrant teenagers that come from other 

cultures that are not as influenced by the USA as ours, do they know about the West? Another 

problem is that the meaning of the word has evolved over time. Some of the states that were 

seen as western in the 19
th

 century are now part of the Midwest, whereas the West today 

usually means the states from the Rocky Mountains and The Great Basin to the West Coast 

(New World Encyclopedia. www). To make sure that the target readers understand what part 

of the USA was defined as the West during these wars, I decided to add the information 

väster om Mississippifloden. One could naturally just have written i Västern in the TT, but 

then the definition of the territory would have remained unclear for most of the target readers. 

When you study history it is important to know when something took place, but it is equally 

important to know where something happened. 

The second example to be discussed concerns the necessity of adding information in order to 

be historically correct:  

(2) The period of Indian wars that had gripped the 

North American continent almost since the first white 

man set foot on it finally ended in 1890 at the Battle of 

Wounded Knee. (p.203) 

Den period av indiankrig som i princip hade pågått 

alltsedan den förste vite mannen anlände till den 

nordamerikanska kontinenten tog definitivt slut år 

1890 i och med arméns massaker av indianer i slaget 

vid Wounded Knee i South Dakota. 

The Battle of Wounded Knee was not a battle on equal terms, the majority of the Indians had 

been forced to surrender their weapons to the soldiers, so it was the U.S. Army against mainly 

unarmed men, women and children (New World Encyclopedia.www). I therefore decided to 

add massaker in the TT since this is how this battle is usually described in history books. If I 

had chosen to just use slag in the TT this could have mislead the target readers and made 

them believe it was just another battle during the Indian wars. To Americans who know 

something about their past and to others who are interested in American history, Wounded 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/
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Knee has become a catch phrase for all the wrongs done to the Indians by white people (Last 

of the Independents. www). To refrain from adding massaker in the TT would mean that the 

target readers would not be informed of the proper nature of this incident. One can also 

assume that many of the ST readers know where Wounded Knee is situated in the USA (since 

it was also the place for a siege by Sioux Indians in 1973), which probably is not the case for 

the TT readers. I therefore added South Dakota in the TT in order to inform the readers where 

this massacre took place, so they can place it geographically.   

The next example involves clarification of an historical event: 

(3) Once the Modoc War was over, the Army shifted 

its attention back to the Sioux, (…) (p.203) 

När väl kriget mellan den amerikanska armén och 

Modocindianerna i norra Kalifornien var över år 

1873 riktades arméns intresse återigen mot 

Siouxindianerna (…) 

An extension of this sentence was essential in order to explain to the target readers that the 

Modoc War was a war between the Indians of the Modoc tribe and the U.S. Army; otherwise 

it would have been difficult for them to know that. It is also necessary to add where it took 

place and when it ended since the target readers are probably not aware of this, and time and 

place are always important when dealing with history. The reason why these facts are not 

included in the ST is that the Modoc War is dealt with in the chapter preceding the one I have 

chosen to translate, so in order to connect with the pages preceding the ones I chose it was 

more or less necessary to insert these additions.  

In the three following examples (4, 5 and 6) the discussion concerns the importance of 

clarifying who people are: 

(4) (…) the Great White Father in the East and his 

Long Knives on the Western Frontier. (p. 204) 

( …) den store vite fadern i öst (dvs. presidenten) och 

hans långa knivar (dvs. soldater) i gränslandet 

västerut. 

I wanted to keep the names the Indians gave the President of the USA and his soldiers, but 

also add an explanation to make it absolutely clear who they refer to by using these names. I 

could have chosen to omit the Great White Father and Long Knives and just written 

presidenten and soldaterna, but then the target readers would have missed out on the names 

the Indians gave them. It is after all rather interesting that the Indians chose to call the 

President of the USA the Great White Father, since this name infers some kind of respect and 

http://www.lastoftheindependents.com/
http://www.lastoftheindependents.com/
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submission. That they called the soldiers Long Knives is, on the other hand, not surprising at 

all when one thinks of the way the soldiers treated the Indians. So the main reason to keep 

these names was that it somehow reflects the way the Indians looked upon these individuals. 

(5) (…) Land of the Great Mother (Queen Victoria). 

(p. 220) 

(…) Den Stora Moderns (drottning Victorias) Land 

dvs. Kanada. 

As mentioned above, it is important to keep the names the Indians gave some white people 

since this reflects how they perceived these individuals, so this is the reason why I decided to 

translate the name they gave Queen Victoria. But even though the Queen is mentioned by 

name in parenthesis I doubt very much that this is enough to make the target readers realize 

that it is Canada that is referred to (even though there are hardly that many countries one 

could flee to by horse or by foot from the USA), I therefore decided to add dvs. Kanada in the 

TT. The target readers might know that Queen Victoria was the monarch of Great Britain 

during a large part of the 19
th

 century, but one cannot ask of them to know that Canada was a 

part of the British Empire during this time. I could have shortened it and written just Kanada, 

but then the target readers would have missed out on the name, and if I had written Den Stora 

Moderns Land, dvs. Kanada, they would have wondered who Den Stora Modern referred to. 

So I decided that keeping the names and adding the name of the country was the best solution.  

(6) Grant blamed Custer for the needless sacrifice of 

so many men Sherman agreed, (…) (p. 212) 

(…) President Grant gav Custer skulden för att så 

många män offrats i onödan. Arméns överbefälhavare 

Sherman höll med, (…) 

Seeing that the text is brimming with names of both army men and Indians, I had to do my 

best to keep the target readers informed of who these people were and what positions they 

held. For a reader of the ST, for instance an American or someone interested in American 

history, Grant and Sherman are probably well known which is why their positions are not 

written out in the ST. As President of the USA and Commanding General of the U.S. Army, 

they were the two most high ranking officials in the war against the Indians. To refrain from 

writing out their positions in the TT would probably have meant that the target readers would 

have taken them for just another pair of army officials. 

In example (7) the discussion is mainly about which verb the target readers are more likely to 

understand: 

(7) The War Department sent its very best man, Krigsdepartementet skickade den bäste de hade, 
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Crook, to put down the Sioux and their Northern 

Cheyenne allies. (p. 204) 

General Crook, för att slå ner indianernas uppror. 

An addition of the noun General was necessary in order to explain to the target readers who 

Crook was. I also decided to add the Swedish word uppror to the sentence, since what the 

author of the ST refers to when he writes put down goes back to the word rebellion which 

appears in the paragraph preceding the one which the text above is taken from. If I, on the 

other hand, had chosen to use the word kuva instead of slå ner, the addition of uppror would 

not have been necessary, but I felt that kuva could be more difficult to understand for the 

target readers so I opted for the other solution.  I also decided to translate the Sioux and their 

Northern Cheyenne allies with indianerna. Since it is already mentioned in the preceding 

paragraph that it was the Sioux and the Cheyenne that rebelled I found it better to just write 

indianerna instead of repeating myself. 

The next example involves addition and hedging: 

(8) (...) he left behind either two dead men or one dead 

trooper and one wounded man – the latter to be 

tortured to death by the Sioux. (p. 205) 

(…) han lämnade kvar antingen två döda män eller en 

död och en sårad. Om den sistnämnde soldaten inte 

var död när han lämnades kvar blev han troligtvis 

torterad till döds av siouxerna. 

I decided to change and extend the latter half of this sentence in the TT. I also felt there was a 

need to add troligtvis in my translation since one cannot be sure whether the soldier was 

tortured to death or just shot. It is dangerous to make an absolute truth of something one just 

assumes happened. As the ST says, not even the army knew whether this man was dead or 

just wounded when he was left behind, so to state that he was later tortured to death can only 

be an assumption and not a fact, which it unfortunately comes out as in the ST.   

The last example in this section involves addition of text in order to help the intended readers 

understand the TT: 

(9) Lieutenant Colonel Eugene Carr called Crook and 

Terry “two fools” who did not know their business. 

The Shoshones apparently agreed. Chief Washakie 

took them home. Cody left too. (p. 212) 

 Överstelöjtnant Eugene Carr kallade Crook och Terry 

för ”två dårar” som inte visste vad de gjorde. 

Shoshoneindianerna höll tydligen med, och hövding 

Washakie kallade hem spejarna som hjälpte armén. 

Även Buffalo Bill Cody lämnade truppen. 

The fact that the Shoshones helped the army is not to be found in any of the preceding 

paragraphs, and consequently I decided to add this in the TT to make absolutely certain that 
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the target readers understand that the Shoshones worked for the U.S. Army. Otherwise it 

could have been interpreted that the Shoshones thought their opponents were so bad at 

fighting that they felt it was no use to engage themselves in battles against the army any more. 

Cody‟s nickname is mentioned in one of the preceding paragraphs, but I wanted to write it out 

here as well since all the names in the text might be a bit confusing to the target readers. If the 

target readers have heard of him before reading this text, I believe it is the name Buffalo Bill 

they know, not just Cody.  

3.1.2 Omissions 

In the (10) example the target readers‟ knowledge about dates in American history is 

discussed:   

Since the TT is supposed to inform its readers of some of the battles (especially the battle of 

the Little Bighorn) in the war between the Indian tribes in the Plains and the U.S. Army, it is 

also important to make sure the readers know when this war and these battles occurred. In 

most cases the target readers should have studied the American Civil War before reaching 

secondary school, but one cannot assume that they remember when it ended. To omit in the 

ten years that followed the Civil War in the TT and just write out between what years the 

battles took place seemed a good solution. This adaption will hopefully ensure that none of 

the target readers get this period of time wrong. To be able to put a historical incident in the 

right time period is, after all, rather vital when studying history. The drawback of doing this is 

that the target readers miss out on the information that these events took place in a period 

subsequent to the Civil War, since this war is mentioned later on in the text. However, the aim 

with this translation is to inform the target readers about the Indian wars, not when the Civil 

War took place, therefore it seems reasonable to make this adaption.  

In the next example the discussion concerns the reason why the omission of a name in favour 

of an explanation is better: 

(11) (…) Custer City and Deadwood became 

boomtowns reminiscent of California’s Mother Lode 

of 1849. (p. 203) 

(…) växte Custer City och Deadwood explosionsartat, 

på samma sätt som andra platser hade gjort under 

guldrushen i Kalifornien år 1849. 

 (10)The battles and wars in the Plains and Rockies in 

the ten years that followed the Civil War, (…) (p. 203) 

Striderna och krigen på prärien och i Klippiga bergen 

under åren 1865-1875, (…) 
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Since the ST is not referring to a specific village or city when it says California’s Mother 

Lode, but refers to the great vein of gold found in California in 1849, I thought it wise to omit 

this name in the TT in order to avoid having to explain what it means. It is, after all, not the 

name itself that is important here, the important thing is to explain to the target readers that 

what happened in Custer City and Deadwood was reminiscent of the gold rush in California 

26 years earlier. 

Example (12) involves a discussion on how to deal with the names of the different branches 

of the Sioux Nation: 

(12) George Custer‟s brash young brother, Tom, 

captured a rising Hunkpapa, Rain in the Face.              

( p. 203) 

Samma år fångade George Custers våghalsige yngre 

bror Tom en Siouxindian vid namn Rain in the Face, 

som med tiden blev hövding i sin stam. 

In order to avoid confusion among the target readers all the Indians of the Sioux Nation are 

called Sioux Indians in the TT. Hunkpapa Indians were (are) a branch of the Lakota Indians 

who together with the Dakota and Nakota Indians form the Sioux Nation (Legends of 

America. www). Perhaps one can see this as taking the easy way out, but since there are vast 

numbers of branches, or tribes, belonging to the Lakotas, the Dakotas and the Nakotas it 

would be impossible for the target readers to keep them apart. After all, the ST deals with the 

wars between the Sioux Indians and the U.S. Army, so unless the Indians belong to another 

Nation, such as Cheyenne or Arapaho, it is easier to call all members of the different Sioux 

tribes Sioux Indians. The drawback with this way of dealing with the different names is that 

the target readers miss out on the information that the Sioux Nation was (is) a big and very 

diverse Indian Nation.  One could have chosen to write en Siouxindian av Hunkpapastammen 

, but that would have sounded very clumsy in the TT, and the question is if this way of writing 

would have made the target readers any wiser. Since I could not add a description in the TT of 

how the Sioux Nation was built up, I decided the best way of handling this was to call all tribe 

members Sioux Indians.  

Example (13) concerns clarification of a noun used to denote soldiers: 

(13) (…) no more than 4 000 took the field against the 

bluecoats. (p. 204) 

(…) bara 4 000 av dessa som var med och krigade mot 

armén. 

In example (13) I decided to write armén instead of giving a direct translation of the 

bluecoats. I could have used the more direct translation, i.e. blårockarna, but that could 

http://www.legendsofamerica/
http://www.legendsofamerica/
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perhaps cause misapprehension among the target readers, even though I think that most of 

them could figure out what it means. I could have written blårockarna, dvs. armén, if I had 

found that the expression used for the soldiers was important for the target readers to know. 

However, the name bluecoats would have been more important if the ST had dealt with the 

Civil War, because then it would have denoted a soldier in the Union Army, as opposed to a 

soldier from the Confederacy who normally would have been dressed in a grey uniform. In 

this text the name itself is not that important, since it is not used to denote a special regiment 

or troop, so I decided armén was the best way of translating this word in order to be as clear 

as possible. 

In example (14) the omission of difficult words are discussed:   

(14) (…) then made 200 of their companions into 

mounted infantry or quasi-cavalry, to take along.      

(p. 205) 

Sedan satte han 200 infanterister till häst för att dessa 

skulle kunna följa med huvudstyrkan. 

I decided to shorten this sentence and to rephrase mounted infantry and omit quasi-cavalry, 

since what is left more or less gives the same message as the ST does. If I had chosen to give 

a direct translation of mounted infantry or quasi-cavalry, i.e. written ridande infanteri eller 

kvasi-kavalleri there would perhaps have been quite a few of the target readers that would 

have failed to understand what at least the latter word meant. Of course, I could have omitted 

quasi-cavalry and just kept a direct translation of mounted infantry in the TT, but when I 

thought about how that would sound in Swedish, i.e. förvandlade han 200 av deras 

kompanjoner till ridande infanterister or lät han 200 av deras kompanjoner utgöra ett 

ridande infanteri, I realized that the TT would benefit from a rephrasing of mounted infantry, 

not to mention make the TT easier to understand for the target readers. 

3.2 Modulation  

Even though English and Swedish belong to the same language branch, i.e. the Germanic 

languages, there are still differences between the two languages when it comes to perspective 

and aspect at the level of message. In the following examples Vinay and Darbelnet‟s 

procedure of modulation, see section 2.2 above, has been used in order to make the TT as 

clear and accessible as possible for the intended readers. The examples of modulations are 

divided according to what procedure is used, i.e. obligatory (fixed) and optional (free) 

modulation. 
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3.2.1 Obligatory modulation 

In the following examples obligatory modulation has been used in order to make the TT suit 

the target readers.  

The first example of obligatory modulation involves a change from figurative to non-

figurative language: 

(15) The period of Indian Wars that had gripped the 

North American continent almost since the first white 

man set foot on it finally ended in 1890 at the Battle of 

Wounded Knee. (p. 203) 

Den period av indiankrig som i princip hade pågått 

alltsedan den förste vite mannen anlände till den 

nordamerikanska kontinenten tog definitivt slut år 

1890. 

The English verb phrase had gripped cannot be translated literally into Swedish without 

making the translation sound awkward. To translate it with Den period av indiankrig som haft 

den nordamerikanska kontinenten i sitt grepp or hade fängslat den nordamerikanska 

kontinenten would sound unidiomatic in Swedish. Modulation, in this case a change from 

figurative to non-figurative language, is thus necessary to make the translation idiomatic and 

easy to understand for the target readers. To translate had gripped with hade pågått makes the 

TT clear and retains the message in the ST. 

The four following examples to be discussed (i.e. 16, 17, 18 and 19) concern differences in 

point of view between English and Swedish: 

(16) Custer was later accused of direct disobedience of 

orders. There is no doubt that he bent them badly (…) 

(p. 206) 

Custer blev senare anklagad för att ha trotsat en direkt 

order. Det finns inga tvivel om att han tänjde rejält på 

innehållet i ordern (…) 

In example (16), modulation is necessary in order to retain idiomacity and make the TT clear 

for the target readers. There is a difference in point of view between English and Swedish 

when it comes to this expression. Whereas the English say they bend the rules, Swedish 

people say they tänjer på reglerna. It is, however, not only the verb that has to be changed 

when translating this phrase. While one in Swedish can say tänja på reglerna or tänja på 

gränserna it sounds awkward to say tänja på ordern. This is the reason why it is necessary to 

add that it was the contents, i.e. innehållet, of the order that was not properly followed. 

(17) The battle seesawed back and forth (…)            

(p. 220) 

Striden böljade fram och tillbaka (…) 
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(18) You have had your last breakfast. (p. 220) Du har ätit din sista frukost. 

(19) With a handful of arms concealed by the women, 

they shot their barracks guards and fled into the 

January snow of 1878. (p. 222) 

Med ett fåtal vapen gömda av kvinnorna sköt de sina 

lägervakter och flydde ut i januarisnön år 1878. 

In the three examples above, 17, 18 and 19, modulation is necessary due to differences in 

point of view between the two languages. Back and forth becomes fram och tillbaka in 

Swedish; you have had must be translated into du har ätit and fled into becomes flydde ut i. 

These changes must be made otherwise the translation would sound very awkward and 

unidiomatic and difficult for the intended readers to understand. 

The next example involves a verb that in the TT is semantically incompatible with an 

adverbial:  

(20) Most scattered madly to the hills (…) (p. 217) De flesta flydde i all hast till de omgivande kullarna. 

Scattered madly means scattered quickly in this phrase. In Swedish one can say skingrade sig 

snabbt, but the problem with the Swedish translation is that skingra, in the use skingra sig, is 

semantically incompatible with a translation of the adverbial that is used in the ST, i.e. the 

hills. One could have translated scattered madly with spred sig snabbt, which can be followed 

by an adverbial, but this translation does not really capture the full meaning of scattered 

madly.  Obligatory modulation is necessary in order to retain the description of the Indians‟ 

hasty withdrawal and make the TT clear for the intended readers. A more suitable translation 

than spred sig snabbt is flydde i all hast which means that the point of view is changed 

between the English and the Swedish expression, but the message is retained.  

The following example involves an adjective attribute that has to be changed into a 

prepositional phrase to make the TT idiomatic: 

(21) But the Indians would fight only from a distance, 

and they withdrew after a day of long-range fire 

against the rear guard. (p. 217) 

Indianerna stred dock endast på håll, och de drog sig 

tillbaka efter en dags skottlossning på avstånd mot 

Crooks eftertrupper. 

Long-range can be translated with långskjutande/långdistans in Swedish if one is talking 

about firearms, e.g. a long-range gun. It is also frequently used to describe far reaching 

missiles. In this case it is used together with fire, i.e. skottlossning in Swedish. In English this 

adjective attribute can be used together with fire, but since that is not the case in Swedish 

modulation has to be used. To capture the meaning of long-range fire one has to rephrase the 
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expression to make it easy to understand for the target readers. One way of doing this is to put 

a prepositional phrase, which indicates that the fire was long-range, after the headword. This 

means a change of point of view takes place, but that is necessary to retain the message given 

in the ST.  

The next example concerns a change from passive to active: 

(22) For his part, he was completely unaware of the 

fact that he was outnumbered five to one. (p. 207) 

Själv var han helt ovetandes om att indianerna var 

fem gånger fler än vad han och hans soldater var. 

The sentence in example 22 has a that-clause, which is in the passive. According to Norstedts 

Stora Engelska Ordbok, the verb outnumbered is translated with the prepositional phrase i 

minoritet or the adjective underlägsen, neither of which can be put in the passive in Swedish 

since they are not verbs. One could have used underlägsen, i.e. han var underlägsen 

indianerna till antalet, but then the difference in number between the Indians and the soldiers, 

which is expressed by five to one, would have had to be omitted. In order to retain the 

message from the ST and make the sentence clear to the target readers, the Swedish that-

clause has to be rephrased and obligatory modulation, a change from passive to active, must 

be used. 

In the following example a phrase of intensity is discussed: 

(23) Mills sent a messenger back to Crook and waited 

in a drenching rain until daylight. (p. 217) 

Mills skickade tillbaka en kurir till Crook, och väntade 

i ösregnet till gryningen. 

An expression like drenching rain is what Vinay and Darbelnet describe as a phrase of 

intensity focusing around a noun (1995: 24). The present participle drenching, in this case, is 

thus used to strengthen the noun rain in order to describe the heavy downpour. Drenching 

rain could be translated literally to genomdränkande regn. However, an Internet search 

showed that this phrase is not used in Swedish and modulation is therefore necessary. It 

would have been possible to use a similar solution, i.e. to write hällande regn, however, it is 

more common, and therefore more familiar to the target readers, to use a compound in 

Swedish, i.e. hällregn. There are some synonyms to hällregn that can be used in Swedish, e.g. 

störtregn and ösregn.  Any of these synonyms could have been used in the TT, but a search 

on the Internet showed that ösregn was the most common of the three. One also has to use the 

definite form in Swedish, i.e. ösregnet since an indefinite form of this compound would make 

the TT sound a bit awkward. If, on the other hand, the present participle hällande would have 
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been used, the indefinite form, i.e. i ett hällade regn, would also have been possible to use in 

the TT.  

The last example of obligatory modulation involves a variation of the form of the message: 

(24) Others would not hear of selling the sacred place 

for any price. (p. 204) 

Andra kunde inte ens tänka sig att sälja den heliga 

platsen, vilket pris de än blev erbjudna. 

It would have been possible to translate would not hear of more or less literally, i.e. write ville 

inte höra talas om in the TT. However, this would have meant that the verb selling would 

have had to be transposed into a noun in Swedish, i.e. försäljning, to keep the sentence 

grammatical. A literal translation would also mean that the sentence would include a rather 

long prepositional object, i.e. Andra ville inte höra talas om en försäljning av den heliga 

platsen, which to the target readers could be less direct than a that-clause with the infinitive 

att sälja would be.  In order to retain the verb selling in the TT, a variation of the form of the 

message, by changing the point of view, is necessary. This change could be seen as optional 

modulation, since it is possible to keep the form of the message in the TT, albeit with a 

transposition of the verb selling to a noun. On the other hand, if one decides to keep the verb 

selling in the TT the point of view changes and modulation becomes obligatory.  

3.2.2 Optional Modulation 

According to Vinay and Darbelnet the result of optional modulation is a translation that will 

sound most natural to the target readers (1995: 37).  Below I have taken up some examples 

where optional modulation has been used. 

In the first example of optional modulation a conjunction is exchanged with a relative clause: 

(25) But some of Custer‟s men found gold in the 

Black Hills and miners began to prospect its streams 

by the summer of 1875. (p. 203) 

Några av Custers män hittade dock guld i Black Hills, 

vilket ledde till att guldgrävare började utforska 

vattendragen där under sommaren 1875. 

In the sentence from the ST a conjunction is used to connect two main clauses. This could 

also have been used in the TT without making the sentence unidiomatic or unclear. However, 

in order to emphasize the relationship between the information which is given in these 

clauses, i.e. making cause and effect more explicit, it is better to omit the conjunction and turn 

the second main clause into a relative clause. Using optional modulation here makes it clearer 
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to the target readers that the finding of gold by Custer and his men led to the arrival of the 

miners. 

In the following two examples (26 and 27) the discussions concern what words the target 

readers are more likely to understand: 

(26) Custer then charged, but soon hauled up in the 

face of overwhelming odds and led a withdrawal to a 

high, grassy ridge. (p.207) 

Custer anföll sedan, men ändrade sig snabbt då han 

insåg vilka förkrossande odds han stod inför, och 

ledde istället sina män i reträtt till en högt belägen, 

gräsbevuxen bergås. 

According to Norstedts Stora Engelska Ordbok haul up means, among other things, stanna, 

lägga till. One could have used gjorde halt (a synonym to stannade and commonly used in 

the military) in the TT, but since the rest of the sentence tells us that Custer apparently 

changed his mind I felt that ändrade sig was a more suitable choice of phrase than gjorde 

halt. The latter could also be a phrase that some of the target readers could have 

misinterpreted, which makes this optional modulation even more necessary. 

(27) Only 15, 000 were bona fide warriors, and 

probably no more than 4 000 took the field against the 

bluecoats. (p. 204) 

Det var dock endast 15 000 av dem som var riktiga 

krigare, och troligtvis var det bara 4 000 av dessa som 

var med och krigade mot armén. 

If one looks in Norstedts Stora Engelska Ordbok, take the field is translated into rycka/dra i 

fält. One can assume that this is an expression that the target readers will find difficult to 

understand, and optional modulation is therefore justified. The meaning of took the field and 

var med och krigade might not be exactly the same since one can take the field without 

engaging in battle. However in this case one can assume that taking the field actually means 

engaging in battle since took the field is followed by against the bluecoats which indicates 

that the majority of the Indians took part in the battles. 

The following two examples (28 and 29) show a change from negative to positive and vice 

versa: 

(28) He did not want to be slowed down, so he left his 

80-odd wagons behind (also his pack-mule train) as he 

hurried out of Fort Fetterman on a clear 1 March.     

(p. 204) 

Han ville ta sig fram fort och lämnade därför kvar ett 

åttiotal vagnar och sina packåsnor när han snabbt red 

ut från Fort Fetterman den 1 mars. 
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I could have retained the negative expression from the ST in the TT, but felt unsure whether 

the intended readers would grasp the meaning of ville inte bli fördröjd or bli försinkad which 

would have been the best way of translating did not want to be slowed down. In order to avoid 

these Swedish translations one would have to rephrase did not want to be slowed down, i.e. 

write something along the line of ville inte att det skulle gå för långsamt/sakta, or turn the 

negative expression in the ST into a positive one in the TT, i.e. ville ta sig fram fort/snabbt. I 

decided that the best way of ensuring that the target readers would understand the text, and 

make the sentence clear, was to use optional modulation, i.e. turn the negative expression into 

a positive one. 

(29) He wanted Custer to time his cavalry attack so 

that Gibbon‟s slow-moving infantrymen would be in 

position in the north to block any flight of the Sioux. 

(p. 206) 

Han ville att Custer skulle tajma sin kavalleriattack så 

att Gibbons infanteri, som inte kunde ta sig fram lika 

fort, skulle hinna inta position norrut, för att hindra de 

Siouxindianer som försökte fly. 

 Slow-moving is an adjective which according to Norstedts Stora Engelska Ordbok is 

translated into som går (rör sig) långsamt (trögt).  If one had wanted to use this translation in 

the TT as an attribute, as it is used in the ST, one would have had to choose between using 

långsamma or tröga to make the phrase idiomatic. However, neither of these solutions is good 

since they do not indicate that it is the movement of the infantry that is slow. If this text had 

been translated for an audience that knew something about the military, one could have 

omitted a translation of slow-moving altogether since they would have been aware of the fact 

that an infantry regiment almost always moves more slowly than a cavalry regiment does. The 

intended readers of the TT may, however, need the information given by slow-moving to 

understand the text. I therefore decided to insert a subordinate clause and turn the positive 

expression offered by Norstedts into a negative one. The reason why I wanted to change the 

positive expression into a negative one, i.e. use optional modulation, was that the negative 

expression, som inte kunde ta sig fram lika fort, may be a bit more explicit, due to the use of 

the modal auxiliary kunde, in describing the fact that the infantry was not able to move as fast 

as the cavalry. A positive expression, on the other hand, such as som tog sig fram långsamt, 

does not convey the same message as the negative one does, since it does not say anything 

about the ability of the infantry‟s movement. 

The next example involves a change of verbs: 

(30) He posted vedettes on the hills to keep a sharp Medan soldaternas gevärseld smattrade utmed hela 
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watch for Crazy Horse as rifle fire raked the ravine. 

(p. 217) 

ravinen, placerade han ut vaktposter på kullarna för att 

hålla noggrann utkik efter Crazy Horse. 

With this sentence one can assume that the author of the ST wants to tell his readers that 

General Crook (referred to by means of he) ordered his men to shoot against the ravine 

(where the Indians were) in order to take evasive action, so that he could post his vedettes 

without risking the Indians shooting at them. In Collins English Dictionary the verb rake, in 

connection with firearms, means to direct gunfire along the length of a target. One could thus 

have translated as rifle fire raked the ravine with medan gevärselden riktades utmed ravinen. 

The problem with this literal translation is that there is no word describing the extent of the 

gun fire, which presumably was rather intensive. In order to make it easier for the target 

readers to understand what was going on I chose to change the point of view and write 

smattrade instead of translating raked with riktades. Since the soldiers did not have any 

automatic guns, smattrade will indicate that many soldiers participated in the shooting and 

that the Indians probably kept their heads down while this was going on. I also added 

soldaternas in the TT to clarify to the target readers that the gunfire was discharged by the 

soldiers. 

3.3 Equivalence 

Below I will bring up some examples of where Vinay and Darbelnet‟s translation procedure 

of equivalence has been used in order to make the TT as accessible as possible to the target 

readers. Two languages might differ in the way a certain situation is described, but the 

pragmatic information can still be brought about by using different stylistic or structural 

means (Munday 2008: 58). Equivalence can also be a temporary solution, which might not be 

semantically the same, but nevertheless work well in the context (Ingo 2007:154). Wherever 

an idiom or metaphor has been used in the ST I have tried to find and, if possible, use the 

corresponding Swedish expression. 

The first example of equivalence involves a discussion of the English word boomtown and 

possible Swedish translations:  

(31) The Army was soon swept aside and, to the anger 

of the Sioux, Custer City and Deadwood became 

boomtowns reminiscent of California‟s Mother Lode 

of 1849. (p. 203) 

Armén blev snart undanföst och till Siouxernas vrede 

växte Custer City och Deadwood explosionsartat, på 

samma sätt som andra platser gjort under guldrushen I 

Kalifornien år 1849. 
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There is to my knowledge no single word in Swedish that means the same thing as the word 

boomtown does in English. In Norstedts Stora Engelska Ordbok the word is translated with 

stad i snabb utveckling and snabbt expanderande stad. I found that the first of these 

translations was unsuitable in my translation since utveckling does not only imply that it is the 

cities themselves that grow, but could mean that other areas, such as schools, roads etc., 

within the cities are developed. The second translation offered by Norstedts could have been 

used, i.e. till Siouxernas vrede expanderade Custer City and Deadwood snabbt, but then the 

word expanderade could perhaps have been difficult to understand for some of the intended 

readers.  I therefore chose to translate boomtown with the verb växte and the adverb 

explosionsartat since one can assume that these words are easier for the target readers to 

understand and thus more suitable in the TT in order to describe the rapid growth that 

occurred in Custer City and Deadwood.  

In the following two examples (32 and 33) the equivalent of two English idioms are 

discussed: 

(32) The stage was set for the debacle when Crazy 

Horse engaged Crook at Powder River, forcing him to 

pull back. (p. 206) 

När så Crazy Horse anföll Crook vid Powderfloden, 

och tvingade honom att dra sig tillbaka, var allt 

upplagt för katastrofen som skulle följa. 

In the ST the idiom the stage was set is used, and one way of translating this is to use an 

equivalent Swedish expression. In this case I chose var allt upplagt för. Of course there are 

other Swedish expression that could be used when translating the stage was set, e.g. var allt 

klart för, var allt bäddat för and var allt dukat för. However, the first of these expressions, i.e. 

var allt klart för, would be a bit strange to use since it almost implies that the debacle that 

followed was planned. The other two and the one I chose to use are more or less 

interchangeable, but after a search on the Internet I found that var allt upplagt för was the far 

most used expression of these three. I therefore decided that it would be wise to use this 

expression since one can assume that many of the target readers have heard this expression 

before. To those target readers who might not understand this, the risk of associating the 

idiom with making the bed or setting the table as they could have done if I had used bäddat 

för or dukat för is at least eliminated.   

(33) In stubborn – savage – fighting, the Indians 

battled back from the river bottom, valley, slope and 

I en hårdnackad och våldsam kamp slog indianerna 

tillbaka från flodbädden, dalen, bergssluttningen och 
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rim and almost won the day. (p. 217) bergkanten och vann nästan slaget. 

The idiom that is used in the ST, i.e. almost won the day, has, to my knowledge no direct 

equivalent in Swedish. This means that instead of using a Swedish idiom one has to rewrite 

the English one into what it stands for. In this case the text is about a battle that took place 

between the army and the Indians, so one way of translating almost won the day in this 

context is to write vann nästan slaget. Tog nästan hem spelet and avgick nästan med segern 

are two other options that could have been used in the TT. However, the first of these two 

translations of the English idiom is doubtlessly more connected with sports and therefore not 

suitable in this context. The latter is also used when one talks about sports and games, but can 

also be used in other contexts and could therefore be possible in the TT. The ST does, 

however, describe a battle so vann nästan slaget seems to be the most appropriate translation 

in this context, and it is also the translation that presumably is the easiest for the target readers 

to understand. 

Example 34 concerns the translation of a simile: 

(34) He retrieved his men from the outskirts of the 

village, where Sioux swarmed like angered ants from 

a nest. (p. 207) 

Han återkallade sina män från utkanten av byn, där 

Siouxindianer svärmade som ilskna bin. 

In the ST a simile, i.e. swarmed like angered ants from a nest, is used to describe how the 

soldiers perceived the huge number of Indians who were trying to defend their village. I chose 

to translate this with an equivalent Swedish simile, i.e. svärmade som ilskna bin, where the 

sense is the same as in the English one, but not the image. I could have chosen to omit the 

simile in the TT and just written där det vimlade av Siouxindianer.  However, this solution 

would have taken away the image of the Indians as fiercely trying to defend themselves and 

had only stated that there were many Indians at the outskirts of the village. The Swedish 

simile is not difficult to understand and will probably not cause the target readers any 

problems, and, furthermore, it adds some colour to a text that is otherwise rather crammed 

with facts. 

The next two examples (35 and 36) involve the translation of metaphors: 

(35) Crook, fearful that Crazy Horse‟s temper was 

nearing the flash point, ordered him arrested.            

(p. 222) 

Crook, som var rädd för att Crazy Horses ilska 

närmade sig kokpunkten, beordrade att han skulle 

arresteras. 
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The author of the ST has used a metaphor to describe how Crazy Horse‟s anger grew when he 

found out what the army did to his people. According to Norstedts Stora Engelska Ordbok, 

flashpoint translates as flampunkt and antändningstemperatur in Swedish. Figuratively 

speaking it can also translate as krutdurk. None of these translations are appropriate in the TT 

though, since they to my knowledge cannot be used when one describes someone‟s temper. I 

therefore decided to use the noun kokpunkten, which, just as the English metaphor, is a 

figurative way of describing Crazy Horse‟s increasing anger. In order to be able to use 

kokpunkten I had to translate temper with ilska since it to my knowledge is not very common 

in Swedish to figuratively describe someone‟s humör reaching kokpunkten. If I had wanted to 

translate temper with humör in the TT I could have written Crook, som var rädd för att Crazy 

Horse höll på att tappa humöret, but I felt that that solution was a bit weak compared to what 

the ST says. According to Peter Newmark, metaphors always offer the translator a choice 

between sense and image depending on what the translator wants to emphasise (Newmark 

1995: 113).  If I had wanted to emphasise sense I could  have paraphrased the TT and written 

Crook, som var rädd för att Crazy Horse var nära att få ett raseriutbrott, beordrade att han 

skulle arresteras. However, I did not see the point in doing this since there was a more exact 

way of translating this sentence, which would also involve a metaphor in the TT.  

(36) The battle seesawed back and forth (…)              

(p. 220) 

Striden böljade fram och tillbaka (…) 

The verb seesawed means gunga, gunga upp och ned in Swedish and is connected with the 

noun gungbräde (Norstedts). In the ST the verb is used in a metaphorical sense, describing 

how the two enemy armies sometimes gained and sometimes lost ground in the battle. If one 

wants to keep this figurative way of speaking in the TT there are several different words to 

choose from, e.g. pendlade, svängde and böljade.  In order to find out which of these three 

words is more common in describing a battle, I searched the Internet and put them together 

with the word strid. This search showed that böljade was the most common one, so I decided 

to use this word. One could have chosen to rephrase this expression and written Slaget 

utvecklades till en strid med växlande framgång för de två motståndarlägren, but this comes 

out as a very clumsy way of translating seesawed back and forth. Perhaps some of the target 

readers will have problems in understanding the figurative sense of böljade, but since it is 

followed by fram och tillbaka one can assume that they will still get a notion about how the 

battle progressed. 
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In example 37 the difference between the USA and Sweden when it comes to measurement of 

temperature is discussed:  

(37) (…) but most who didn‟t freeze to death in the 

30-below weather, without food, blankets, horses or 

shelter, chose to surrender. (p. 217) 

(…) men de flesta av dem som inte frös ihjäl − trots 

temperaturer på minus 34 grader och avsaknad av 

mat, filtar, hästar och tält − valde att överlämna sig till 

armén. 

Since the TT is from a book written by an American about American history, one can assume 

that the temperature mentioned in the text is measured in Fahrenheit. I therefore decided to 

transform the temperature into centigrade. However, I could have kept it as it was, i.e. just 

written temperaturer på minus 30 grader, since the difference between Fahrenheit and 

centigrade in this case is rather small. On the other hand, it is fairly important to be accurate 

when it comes to numbers, and the target readers will of course assume that the temperature is 

measured in centigrade since that is the measurement we use in Sweden. 

4. Conclusion 

The aim of this essay was to analyse what kinds of adaptions were required when translating 

an English text on the American Indian Wars into a Swedish text aimed at students in 

Swedish upper secondary school. The focus of the analysis was how to make the TT clear and 

unambiguous for the target readers and the different methods used to reach this aim. 

To fulfill the aim of the essay I chose to translate a part of a chapter from the book North 

American Indian Wars by Richard H. Dillon. During the translation process I had to keep in 

mind that the target readers the translation aims at are not a homogenous group, and that their 

knowledge of both American history and the Swedish language may vary.  

A specialist book, such as North American Indian Wars, is bound to contain both terminology 

and cultural references that probably would not cause an American or anyone interested in 

American history any problem. A Swedish student in upper secondary school, on the other 

hand, may need additional information to fully comprehend the text. The analysis shows that 

the adaptions I had to make while translating consisted of both additions and omissions and in 

some cases a change to a more general word. Most common were the additions I had to make 

in order to make the text clear and unambiguous. I often had to insert the title of different 

people to clarify who they were. I also had to insert words or phrases in order to explicate 
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certain passages in the ST which otherwise could have caused the target readers some 

difficulty in understanding.  

Some words or phrases in the ST are very specific and do not really clarify what is meant 

unless one is familiar with them. This is the reason why I felt I had to omit certain words or 

phrases in the TT. The analysis shows that in some cases it was possible to omit difficult 

words without losing any vital information. In other cases the best solution was to replace the 

word or phrase with an explanation.  

The analysis also shows that I sometimes had to refrain from a literal translation and choose a 

more general word instead. Sometimes I came across words in the ST that one could assume 

that many of the target readers would understand. However, in these cases I often chose to use 

a more general word that the majority will grasp. 

There were naturally other changes that had to be made in order to make the TT accessible to 

the target readers. Whenever a literal translation was unsuitable due to differences between 

the two languages, Vinay and Darbelnet‟s procedures of modulation and equivalence were 

used. In several instances obligatory modulation had to be used due to differences in point of 

view between English and Swedish. The analysis displays that the obligatory modulations 

also consisted of changes from passive to active and changes from figurative to non-figurative 

language.  

According to Vinay and Darbelnet the result of optional modulation is a translation that will 

sound most natural to the target readers (1995:37). In the analysis one can see that optional 

modulation was first and foremost used to suit the target readers‟ level of attainment. The 

examples of optional modulation in the analysis include variation of the form of the message 

and changes from negative to positive and vice versa. The analysis also shows that instead of 

using the most obvious translation, one sometimes has to use a word that the target readers 

presumably will find easier to understand.   

The analysis shows that English and Swedish sometimes differ in the way a certain situation 

is described and that is when Vinay and Darbelnet‟s procedure of equivalence can be used. 

This procedure was very useful when translating idioms, metaphors and similes. The analysis 

also shows that whenever a corresponding Swedish expression of the various idioms and 

metaphors used in the ST cannot be found, one has to rewrite it into what it stands for.  
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The main focus of this essay was thus to analyse the various kinds of adaption needed to make 

an English text from a specialist book suitable for 16-19 year-old Swedish students. Another 

interesting aspect would have been to analyse the translation of the same ST for a different 

audience, e.g. Swedish people with an active interest in American history. 
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